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AutoCAD Download [32|64bit]

For the first 12 years of its existence,
AutoCAD Activation Code ran on
desktop PCs, but a decade later the
first version for Mac was introduced
in July 2000. The latest release is
AutoCAD Cracked Version 2018,
released in July 2018. AutoCAD
Download With Full Crack 2018
replaced AutoCAD Full Crack LT
2018. AutoCAD Free Download
2016, released in October 2014,
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replaced AutoCAD R2014. AutoCAD
2012, released in April 2011, replaced
AutoCAD R2011. AutoCAD 2009,
released in October 2009, replaced
AutoCAD 2008. AutoCAD 2005,
released in April 2005, replaced
AutoCAD R2005. AutoCAD R2004,
released in October 2003, replaced
AutoCAD R2003. AutoCAD 2002,
released in September 2001, replaced
AutoCAD R2001. AutoCAD R2000,
released in November 1999, replaced
AutoCAD R1999. AutoCAD's key
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features include the ability to create
2D and 3D drawings and models, plot
them on a map, and add technical or
business features. It can also connect
to external databases for information
or to external CAD programs for
importing and exporting data.
AutoCAD has been used to create
millions of drawing files. It has a huge
customer base that includes global
companies in a wide range of
industries, including construction,
manufacturing, engineering, and
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architecture. AutoCAD is free of
charge for non-commercial use,
although technical support, tutorials,
and training courses are available
from Autodesk. Its closest competitor
is the open source free Cadsoft Eagle.
History On the face of it, AutoCAD
was developed in 1981 by a group of
software developers at General
Electric. It was the first major
commercially available CAD program
for desktop microcomputers. Until
1982, the evolution of CAD programs
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was guided by the needs of the project
planning, design, and construction
companies of the day. Engineers and
architectural drafters sat in front of
computers at a drafting table, using
pen and paper to create drawings and
models. Once completed, these
drawings were then transferred to
other software packages to be
translated into a two-dimensional
format for printing. For large-scale
projects, the printing and image
manipulation process could be time-
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consuming. The first CAD systems
started on the mainframe computers,
not on desktop computers. The CAD
systems were relatively sophisticated
programs, and they were developed by
large companies such as Honeywell
and General Electric. At that time,
CAD systems were very expensive.
They weren’

AutoCAD Torrent (Activation Code)

AutoCAD was first released in
November 1992 as a B-level product.
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Since then, several editions have been
released. Autodesk discontinued
development of AutoCAD for the
Windows CE platform on October 1,
2012. AutoCAD R14 was released on
January 15, 2013. A complete list of
released versions is available from the
Autodesk website. Tools and features
Drawings An AutoCAD drawing can
contain several objects including
"objects", "shapes", "layers",
"masses", "symbols", "tags",
"measurements" and "text". Some
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commands used to manipulate or
identify objects, such as "Select",
"Select and Deselect", "Hatch",
"Scale", "Resize", "Rotate", "Delete",
and "Relocate", modify one or more
of these objects. Drawings are stored
in one or more "scans" (also called
"documents"). The drawings in a scan
are numbered sequentially and are
often referred to by number or
location. When working on a drawing
that is opened in AutoCAD, users can
navigate among different documents
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by using a tab feature, or by using the
"goto" command, which will bring
them to the specified document. Like
all other CAD programs, the software
will store information about the
dimensions of the drawing. This can
be stored in three ways: Size
attributes, which store data in the
drawing's properties sheet; Display
attributes, which store data in the
display window; and Units attribute,
which stores data in the drawing's
units properties sheet. The units
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attribute also stores information about
the datum of the drawing. In addition
to storing information about the
dimensions of a drawing, the software
also stores information about the area
of a drawing. This information is
stored in the drawing's "masses".
There are three types of masses: solid,
surface and surface area. Solid masses
represent objects that cannot be cut or
separated. These are commonly used
to define constraints on a drawing
such as walls and doors. Surface
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masses are used to define surfaces on
objects. These surfaces can be curved
or flat. They are represented as 2D
primitives such as polygons and 2D
splines. They are used to represent
walls, doors and roofs. Surface areas
are used to create surfaces that
represent the volume of an object.
These surfaces can be either curved or
flat. They are represented as 3D
objects. They are used to define
rooms, ceilings a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD Crack

Run the autocad.exe file from this
location: C:\Program Files
(x86)\Autodesk\AutoCAD 2014\ Go
to the RIB database. The RIB database
is located on the file system. It is not
installed inside the Autocad
installation folder. To create a new
RIB file: 1) Open the RIB database. 2)
Click on the "New" button 3) Enter
the file name in the "Name" field 4)
Enter a description in the
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"Description" field. 5) Click on the
"OK" button References External
links Autodesk official site
Category:Autodesk Category:BIG
DataDuring drilling of an oil or gas
well, a quantity of a drilling fluid is
pumped into the drill string, through
the drill pipe and out a drill bit
through nozzles in the drill bit. The
drill bit rotates, cutting into a rock
formation. The cuttings are carried
upward by the drilling fluid to the
surface. As the cuttings reach the
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surface, it is desirable to separate the
drilling fluid and the cuttings to avoid
contamination of fresh water supplies.
This is achieved by bringing the
cuttings to the surface through an
annular space between the walls of the
drill pipe and the walls of the well
bore. As the drill bit rotates, drilling
fluid is circulated through the drill
pipe, exits through the nozzles in the
drill bit and returns to the surface
through the annular space. A filter or
shale shaker is used to remove solids
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from the drilling fluid before
returning the drilling fluid to the
surface. A commonly used drilling
fluid is a drilling mud, which is a
suspension of solid particles in a
liquid vehicle. The solid particles are
typically selected to be the least
reactive with the formation. Such
solid particles may include, but are not
limited to, shale, sand, diatomaceous
earth, or mica. Shale shakers generally
fall into two categories—fixed and
mobile. Fixed shale shakers are
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designed to suspend solids removed
from a well bore in a stable manner
until the solids can be separated from
the drilling fluid and conveyed to
another location for further
processing. Fixed shale shakers
typically include a perforated basket,
or other screen, and one or more filter
bags that filter drilling fluid. The filter

What's New in the?

Cortex framework: Write code once
and run it in different platforms, as
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code is a first class object in
AutoCAD. On top of this, Cortex
provides many services to the
AutoCAD user. (video: 9:33 min.)
Rasterized Freehand Lines and Vector
Creases: Add freehand lines or vector
creases to your objects and be able to
edit them in the most intuitive way.
When editing a vector line, you can
draw at any point on the line. When
editing a freehand line, you can draw
freely at any point. (video: 0:45 min.)
Independently Create Defined Nodes:
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Create elements by simply entering
their properties (no points needed),
then combine and move them as
needed. You can even use the
different elements as if they were
parts of a large model. (video: 2:08
min.) ShapeFinder: Find shapes with
geometries (triangles, circles,
cylinders, ellipses, rectangles,
freehand lines, splines, polylines,
paths, arcs, polar grids, and more) in
parts of drawings and export them in
STL format. With this method, you
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can find any object with any geometry
in any drawing. (video: 2:28 min.)
Waveform Tools: If you want to make
an object follow a wave function, use
Waveform Tools to animate your
object. (video: 2:08 min.) 3D Printing:
Create 3D models in AutoCAD using
the powerful power of Autodesk
Fusion 360. (video: 1:57 min.)
Unlocked Objects: Drawing what is
not constrained by the XY or Z axis,
you can use in every drawing every
object you want. (video: 0:59 min.)
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Powerful Editing Environment: The
intuitive and powerful editing
environment lets you to work with
your models and drawings faster. It
has a dynamic line editing mode that
lets you draw over the existing lines. It
also has a standard line editing mode,
which lets you add and delete lines.
(video: 2:10 min.) New Drawing and
Page Components: Work faster with a
new Page component that contains
components, patterns, shapes, and
other objects. The new Drawing
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component lets you contain other
drawings and the style of the drawings
you put inside it. (video:
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements:
Operating System: Windows 7 (64 bit)
Processor: Dual Core Processor, 2.0
GHz or higher RAM: 2 GB HDD: 20
GB available space Display: 1024 X
768 DirectX: Version 9.0 Other:
Internet connection Note: The game
uses the same interface on both
computer and mobile. Minimum
Recommended System Requirements:
Processor: Dual Core Processor, 2.0
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